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Call for Papers

Ponce in Puerto Rico
on 5 - 7 August 2015.
The theme for the conference is Inequality,
ounded in 1992,
Inclusion and Social
the InternationInnovation. The Unial Society for
versity of Puerto Rico,
Third Sector Research
the Catholic University
(ISTR) is an association
of Puerto Rico and SaPortico Universidad del Sagrado Corazon
of researchers and academic centers with associates located
cred Heart University are hosting the event.
throughout the world. ISTR promotes research and education
on civil society and the non-profit sector internationally.
Goals of the 10th Annual ISTR Regional Conference
The Latin America and the Caribbean Network of
1. Bring together a diverse, pluralistic and internationISTR was established in 1996 with the support of the W.
al group of researchers focused on Latin America and the
K. Kellogg Foundation in the
Caribbean who are developing
context of the 2nd Annual ISTR
knowledge on regional civil soConference in Mexico. Since 1998,
ciety and the non-profit / third
regional conferences have been
sector.
held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; San
Jose, Costa Rica; Lima, Peru; Sal2. Disseminate advances in revador, Brazil; Mexico City; Sansearch on various aspects of civil
tiago, Chile; and Buenos Aires,
society in the region.
Argentina (the latter two cities on
two occasions).
3. Establish a fruitful dialogue
The 10th Annual ISTR Rewith regard to advances in regional Conference for Latin Amersearch and social, political, ecoISTR 12th I nternational C onference
ica and the Caribbean will be Stockholm, Sweden • Ersta Sköndal University College nomic and cultural processes in
Continued on page 3
held in the cities of San Juan and
28 June – 1 July 2016
Deadline:
28 February 2015
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collectively this represents great service in pursuit
of our vision internationally and regionally, thank
you from us all.
he ISTR elections are now over and in this
ISTR is entering a further round of strategic
issue we present the newly elected board
work with a special taskforce in 2015 to be led by
members to the membership: Oonagh Breen
our new President, Annette Zimmer, supported by
(Ireland), Lesley Hustinx (Belgium) second term;
board members and members-at-large. If we are to
Hagai Katz (Israel) second term; Ola Segnestam
continue to build the third sector field of study, it
Larsson (Sweden); Bhekinkosi Moyo (South Africa);
Wendy
Earles
is important that we reflect on what is needed for
Ruth Phillips (Australia); Paula Chies Schommer
a field of study in general. First there needs to be active re(Brazil); Stefan Toepler (USA); and Jiangang Zhu (China).
search endeavors, individual projects and indeed programs of
They join those board members with ongoing terms: Gabriel
research that flow through to dedicated teaching programs.
Berger (Argentina); Maria Radyati (Indonesia); Karl Henrik
Then there needs to be a community of research and teachSivesind (Norway); and Naoto Yamauchi (Japan). Our new
ing scholars who share this scholarly interest and purpose;
President is Annette Zimmer (Germany) and our new Presand then sufficient institutionalization to ensure a resource
ident-elect is Steven Rathgeb Smith (USA). I wish to conbase and ongoing legitimacy for the field of study. As always
gratulate all elected board members, new role-holders and
any field of study must remain cognizant of the needs of reongoing board members and wish you well in the important
search end-users and education aspirants to remain relevant.
work of continuing to pursue our vision: building a growAll of this is needed for a mature field of study. As always
ing global community of scholars and interested others dedicated to
we need to continue to envision, enact and evaluate the work
the creation, discussion, and advancement of the highest quality of
of building and sustaining a truly international association
knowledge pertaining to the Third Sector and its impact on human
for third sector research. We need to strengthen networking
and planetary well-being and development internationally.
at all levels national, regional and international; find ways to
It is also time to say goodbye and thank you to departsustain multiple opportunities for disseminating research;
ing board members. Paul Decker is completing his second
and continue to encourage a collegial and supportive culterm on the board; eight years of dedicated board service
ture. The taskforce will report at the 2015 Board Meeting
to ISTR. Paul has been Secretary to the Board and Chair of
in Puerto Rico prior to the Latin American and Caribbean
the Publication Committee, and will continue in his role as
Regional Conference.
co-Editor of the ‘Nonprofit and Civil Society Studies’ book
ISTR’s role is ongoing and involves many exciting
series. Alberto Hernandez has been on the Board for four
developments:
helping scholars to integrate knowledge-creyears and co-Chaired the 10th International Conference in
ation activities in our multi-disciplinary field of study; supSienna in 2012 and the 11th International Conference in
porting institutions to ensure the visibility of third sector
Muenster in 2014. Alberto has also actively supported the
scholarship and the continuity of research and teaching
Latin American and Caribbean Regional Network. Samiul
programs; linking scholars engaged in transformative reHasan has also been on the board for four years and has
search and teaching practices in emerging inter-disciplinary
co-chaired more Asia-Pacific Regional Network conferences
and importantly trans-disciplinary spaces; and continuing
for ISTR over this period and prior than I can, and I would
to provide capacity for knowledge transfer processes for the
bet he can even, remember. Sami has worked tirelessly to
growing community of scholars. Next year will be eventful
support dissemination of research from regional researchers
with regional conferences in Asia-Pacific, Latin America and
as a member of the Publication Committee. Jacob Mati has
the Caribbean, and Africa (calls are out or coming out soon,
been a stalwart in organizing African regional conferences
check the website!); planning for the 2016 international conand supporting the African Regional Network and is comference in Stockholm (watch for the call in May 2015); tranpleting his four-year term. Qiushi Liu in his four-year term
sition to a new editorial team for Voluntas and a healthy six
actively supported outreach to Chinese researchers and orissues now per year; and new volumes in the ‘Nonprofit and
ganized a special seminar in 2013 in Beijing for ISTR to
Civil Society Studies’ book series.
link with many universities and scholars. Nabila Hamza is
I now hand over the presidency to Annette Zimmer
also completing her four-year term and has provided an imwho gave us a wonderful opportunity in 2014 to network
portant link to Middle Eastern researchers. Individually and
Dear ISTR Colleagues,
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end, most ably supported by Margery Daniels, our Executive
Director. I wish to thank all members over the past 18 years
for providing me with a robust and vibrant scholarly community to call home; such wonderful memories. It has been
an honor and privilege to act as your President.

and disseminate our research at the 11th ISTR International
Conference in Muenster as President-elect. I am retiring from
my university and indeed from academia in January 2015
(hence the new gmail address below). It has been my passion
since I joined ISTR in 1996 as a PhD Student to support one
aspect of our mission in particular - facilitate regional research
networks that foster individual and institutional capacities for
Third Sector research, education, and practical application. It has
been a pleasure to work alongside Sami, Alberto and Jacob
in their respective regions and other board members to this
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Best wishes for 2015.
Wendy Earles
wendyearles@gmail.com
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that there is a “hard core” that is difficult to overcome despite
the actions of numerous democratically-elected governments
and civil society organizations. The failure of social inclusion
of certain sectors of the population has lead to new questions
and challenges. The old-style dictatorships have not been
dominant in Latin America for some time, but the economic
foundations for the future are uncertain and challenges persist
in political, social and environmental arenas.
Latin America has opportunities for its citizens to be
critical and, above all, active. The need for citizens to participate in the public agenda has become essentially a consensus
for Latin American democracies. The Ibero-American Charter of Citizen Participation in Public Administration states
that citizen participation is “consubstantial with democracy.”
Thus, the governmental monopoly on public interest and
public action has ended. Despite this, bureaucratic inertia,
resistance to change, mistrust, a concentration of power and
stale institutional designs persist.
Civil society seeks to help forge democracies with justice, wellbeing and dialogue for all. It is also an expression
of an active citizenry that acts in terms of social, economic
and political realities. Likewise, civil society is a sphere for
social innovation and seeks to further human development
and material and institutional capabilities.
Internationally, new ways of confronting inequality
are being sought, especially for those affected by extreme
poverty. Social
innovation may
be applied in
various areas by
political sectors

10th Annual Latin America and the
Caribbean Regional Conference
Continued from page 1
the region, with a special emphasis on actions and linkages
between civil society sectors in different countries.
4. Strengthen the community and academic ties among researchers and institutions focused on the study of civil society and the exchange and cooperation of these with organizations focused on action.
5. Attract more regional researchers interested and involved
in issues related to civil society while promoting linkages.
6. Promote the dissemination of research results to contribute to actions by various civil society organizations and practitioners.

Why inequality, inclusion and social innovation?
The preceding nine ISTR Regional Conferences addressed
issues including: participation and representation; growth
and consolidation of civil society; sector cooperation; and civil society self-identity and its responsibility for the development process. In the 10th edition of this regional conference,
the challenges of inequality continue at the forefront, and
will be addressed
in a renewed and
updated fashion.
Some of the works
on poverty state
3
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Proposal presentation

as well as by civil society organizations. The study and assessment of experiences may be important inputs to stimulate
and disseminate new research efforts.

1. All researchers interested in the Latin American and Caribbean region and civil society and the non-profit sector
are invited to present work proposals in the following three
formats:
a. Papers (by individual or multiple authors to be presented in conference sessions).
b. Panel discussions (on issues related to the conference’s central themes) can include up to four papers.
The proposal must be made by the person who will
serve as the moderator and panel coordinator.
c. Posters (to be exhibited during the entire conference).

Thematic areas
When submitting proposals, conference participants are
asked to follow one of the thematic areas listed below for reasons of presentation organization. Traditionally, these areas
are the main themes for debate. Nevertheless, the Academic
Committee has the ability to reorganize the presentation of
works in light of the results of the selection process.
Without detriment to possible future changes, the thematic areas for papers, panel discussions and conferences are
as follows:
1. Relationship among social inequality, citizen participation, inclusion efforts and sustainability promotion.
2. Social innovation for sustainable development with
social inclusion.
3. Social enterprises, sustainability and new business
forms.
4. Civil society / third sector institutionalization, training and fortification.
5. Democracy, the struggle against corruption, promoting accountability and civil society.
6. A changing democracy: linkages between the state,
civil society and business for social inclusion and sustainability.

2. Proposals must be made in Spanish, Portuguese or English and must be in the same language in which the oral
presentation will be made (if applicable). The deadline for
proposal presentation is 28 February 2015.
3. The proposal must include: the title of the work, the
applicable thematic area, format specification (paper, panel or poster). Do not include the name(s) of the author(s).
For complete panels, the titles of all papers that comprise it
must be included (maximum of four) with their corresponding abstracts.
4. The structure of the abstract must include:
a. Work objectives
b. Hypothesis or research question
c. Methodology
d. Principal results or contribution
e. Preferences (background, bibliography,
information sources, etc.)
f. Maximum abstract length is 800 words.

Conference organization and work methodology
The following activities are planned for the conference:
a) Panel discussions each made up of presentations of
three papers that are assigned by the academic committee with regard to thematic area. Pre-existing panel
discussions may also be proposed that shall also undergo the review process. Papers are extensive presentations that are presented orally by their authors.
b) Posters, which are graphical presentations that are
displayed for the duration of the conference. Places and
times within the program are designated for this form
of participation.
c) Keynote conferences on thematic areas.
d) Complementary activities including public forums,
book exhibits, film and documentary exhibits, photograph exhibits, etc. The inclusion of these activities
must be proposed to the organizing committee.

5. A separate file shall include the title of the abstract and
full name and contact information of the author(s) (name,
institution, address, telephone and e-mail). Proposals including the two attached files must be sent by e-mail to:
istr@lasociedadcivil.org.
6. All proposals that meet the basic requirements outlined
here will undergo a blind review by independent reviewers
of various nationalities. Only those proposals that are selected during the review process shall be accepted for presentation at the conference. Following the conclusion of the
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conference, certain works will be selected, reviewed and published by various means by the organizing committee.

		
Armindo dos Santos de Sousa Teodósio,
		
Catholic University of Minas Gerais
		(PUC-MG)

7. Notification of acceptance or rejection will be communicated no later than 31 March 2015.
8. Final versions of accepted work must be sent to the conference organizers for inclusion on the web for access by participants. Papers have a maximum length of 8,000 words. The
document must include the title of the work, the full name(s)
of the author(s) and an abstract in Spanish and English. The
text must be presented in Times New Roman font size 12
with a line spacing of 1.5.

24 October 2014		
Conference announcement
28 February 2015
Deadline to receive abstracts
31 March 2015		
Notification of acceptance of works
30 April 2015		
Nomination for partial grants with
		
delivery of completed work
			
(depending on resource availability)
31 May 2015		
Notification of acceptance of
			
equests for partial grants
15 July 2015		
Deadline to receive completed
			
papers for inclusion on the official
			conference website
5 -7 August 2015
10th Annual ISTR Regional
			
Conference for Latin America and
			the Caribbean

Gonzalo Delamaza, De los Lagos University

Colombia:
		

Fabio Velásquez, Foro Nacional por
Colombia (Colombia National Forum)

Ecuador:
		
		

Daniel Barragán, Centro Ecuatoriano de
Derecho Ambiental (Ecuador Center for
Environmental Rights - CEDA)

Puerto Rico: José Frontera, Catholic University of
		
Puerto Rico (PUCPR)
		José I. Vega, University of Puerto Rico (UPR)
		
Alfredo Carrasquillo, Sacred Heart
		University (USC)
Uruguay:
Analía Bettoni, Instituto de Comunicación
		
y Desarrollo (Institute for Communication
		
and Development - ICD)
		Anabel Cruz, Instituto de Comunicación y
		
Desarrollo (Institute for Communication
		
and Development - ICD)

Applications for a limited number of small partial travel or
study grants must be made within the stated time period.
The completed work must be delivered and a form must be
completed that will be made available.
Questions and comments may be directed to:
ISTR Latin America and the Caribbean:
istr@lasociedadcivil.org

Organizing Committee
José Frontera, Catholic University of Puerto Rico (PUCPR)
José I. Vega, University of Puerto Rico (UPR)
Alfredo Carrasquillo, Sacred Heart University (USC),
Puerto Rico

International Academic Committee

Brazil:

Chile:		

Mexico:		
Alberto Hernández Baqueiro, Monterrey
		
Institute for Technology and Higher
		Education (ITESM)
		Jacqueline Butcher, Centro de Investigación
		
y Estudios sobre Sociedad Civil (Center for
		
Civil Society Research and Study - CIESC
		- ITESM)

Key dates

Argentina:

o n f e r e n c e

Analía Bettoni, ICD, Uruguay

Beatriz Balián, Catholic University of
Argentina (UCA)
Gabriel Berger, University of San Andrés
(UDESA)

Anabel Cruz, ICD, Uruguay

Paula Chies Schommer, Santa Catarina State
University (UDESC)
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Newly Elected Board of Directors

i r e c t o r s

für Menschenrechte – Journal for Human Rights, as well as of
the book series “European Civil Society” and “Bürgergesellschaft und Demokratie” (“Citizenship and Democracy”).
She serves as co-editor of “Nonprofit and Civil Society Studies,” the series, affiliated with ISTR.

I

STR is pleased to announce and introduce our newly elected board of directors. Twenty percent of eligible members
voted in this election. ISTR would like to express thanks to
those members who cast their ballots.
The term of office for the newly elected board members will commence on January 1, 2015. The directors have
been elected to serve four year terms.
The society is grateful to those members who allowed
their names to be put forth for the slate of candidates. We
are most fortunate to have had a slate of candidates comprised of the broadest representation of researchers and practitioners from various parts of the world, academic discipline
and gender.
Special thanks to the Nominating Committee, Chairperson, Jacqueline Butcher (Mexico) and its members, Paul
Dekker (The Netherlands), Peter Kiwumulo (Uganda), Rita
Mano (Israel), Janice Nga (Malaysia), Javier Pereira (Uruguay) Maria Radyati (Indonesia), Ramya Ramanath (USA)
Karl Henrik Sivesind (Norway), and Naoto Yamauchi (Japan).

Newly Elected Directors:
Steven Rathgeb Smith, USA
President Elect
Steven Rathgeb Smith is the executive
director of the American Political Science Association, as of August 2013.
He is also the Distinguished Visiting Professor of Public Affairs at the
School of Public and International Affairs at Virginia Tech University and
Adjunct Professor of Public Affairs at the Evans School
of Public Affairs at the University of Washington. Previously, he was the Louis A. Bantle Professor at the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs at Syracuse
University and the Nancy Bell Evans Professor of Public
Affairs at the University of Washington where he was also
director of the Nancy Bell Evans Center on Nonprofits &
Philanthropy. He has also taught at American University,
Duke University, Georgetown University, and Washington University at St. Louis. His publications include, most
recently, Nonprofits and Advocacy (co-edited with Robert
Pekkanen and Yutaka Tsujinaka) and Nonprofits for Hire:
The Welfare State in the Age of Contracting (with Michael
Lipsky), and Governance and Regulation in the Third Sector:
International Perspectives (co-edited with Susan Phillips).
Professor Smith has served as President of the Association
for Research on Nonprofit Organizations and Voluntary
Action (ARNOVA) from 2006-2008. He also served as
editor of ARNOVA’s flagship academic journal, Nonprofit
and Voluntary Sector Quarterly from 1996-2004. Currently, he serves on several editorial boards including Voluntas
and the Journal of Civil Society. He is also co-editing with
Annette Zimmer and Lars Skov Henriksen a forthcoming
special issue of Voluntas entitled, “The Welfare Mix and
Hybridity.”

Annette Zimmer, Germany
President
Annette Zimmer is full Professor of
Political Science at the Institute for
Political Science at Münster University
in Germany. Holding a doctoral degree in Political Science from Heidelberg (1986), she received her Habilitation from Kassel University, Germany
(1995). As a Local Associate for Germany, she was affiliated
with the Johns Hopkins Comparative Nonprofit Sector Project, and served as a Visiting Professor of German and European Studies at the University of Toronto, Canada. She was
a Member of the Board of the German Political Science Association from 2000-2009. Currently, she is a member of the
Board of Trustees of “Active Citizenship”, a nonprofit-organization, associated with the Association of German co-operative banks, the Board of Trustees of the “Centre for Social
Policy” at Bremen University, the “Council for the Future of
the Family” and the “Advisory Board for Civic Engagement”,
both affiliated with the German Federal Ministry for Family
and Youth.
She is a member of the Senior Editorial Board of Voluntas, of the Editorial Board of Sports and Society, Zeitschrift
für Sozialreform (Journal for Social Reform), and of Zeitschrift
6
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Hagai Katz, Israel

Oonagh Breen, Ireland
Oonagh Breen is a Senior Lecturer in
Law at the Sutherland School of Law,
University College Dublin, Ireland. She
obtained her doctorate in law (JSD) in
comparative nonprofit regulation from
Yale Law School in 2006. A regular
conference attendee at ISTR since the
2008 Barcelona Conference, she is a frequent presenter and
panel chair and in 2014 was invited to serve on ISTR’s Strategy Taskforce. Breen’s research focuses on issues relating
to comparative charity regulation and governance and the
role of nonprofit-state collaboration in public policy formation and development. Her research has been published in
such journals as Voluntas, Financial and Accounting Management Journal, Public Law, Non-profit Policy Forum and the International Journal for Not-for-Profit Law. Breen currently
serves as a Board Member of the International Centre for
Not-for-Profit Law (ICNL), a member of ARNOVA’s By-Law
Committee and is an active member of the European Law
Institute (ELI) (serving on the Working Group on the Statement on the European Foundation Statute) and the European
Research Network on Philanthropy (ERNOP).

Hagai Katz (Ph.D., UCLA, 2005) is a
lecturer in the department of Business
Administration at the Guilford Glazer
Faculty of Business and Management
at Ben-Gurion University of the Negev.
Since 1996 Professor Katz has been researching Israeli Philanthropy, Third
Sector and Civil Society, Global Civil Society, and the Nonprofit Sector in Southern California, and has published numerous books, reports and articles on these topics. Previously, he directed the Israeli Center for Third-sector Research
(ICTR) and chaired a Nonprofit Management MA program.
Between 2003 and 2009 he was the Data Programme Editor
of The Global Civil Society Yearbook Project. He has been
a methodological consultant for the Civicus Civil Society
Index project, and consulted the Inter-American Development Bank (BID) Initiative for Social Capital, Ethics and
Development in Costa Rica and the Dominican Republic.
He is involved in various nonprofit organizations in Israel
in advisory capacities, and has done consulting work with
nonprofits and research institutions in Israel. He is engaged
in inter-sectoral policy initiatives towards philanthropy, volunteering and civil society in Israel. He is member of ISTR
since 1996, and in 2011 was elected Board Member and
Treasurer of the International Society for Third Sector Research (ISTR).

Lesley Hustinx, Belgium
Lesley Hustinx is assistant professor at
the Department of Sociology at Ghent
University in Belgium. She has been a
visiting scholar at the Centre for Civil
Society at the London School of Economics, the School of Social Policy and
Practice at the University of Pennsylvania and the Department of Sociology at the University
of Southern California. Her major research interests include
societies in transition, and the consequences of recent social
change for the nature of citizenship and citizen-based solidarity, with a special interest in the study of volunteering.
Her work has appeared, among others, in Voluntas, Nonprofit and Voluntary Sector Quarterly, Journal of Civil Society,
and Journal of Social Policy. She recently co-edited a book on
Religion and Volunteering (Springer, 2014).
Lesley Hustinx is a board member of the Flemish Sociological Association. She also is a member of the Senior
Editorial Committee of Voluntas and the Journal of Civil
Society. In her first term on the ISTR board, she was responsible for organizing ISTR’s inaugural PhD Seminar (Siena,
2012).

Bhekinkosi Moyo, South Africa
Bhekinkosi Moyo is the executive director of the Southern Africa Trust-a regional organization that supports wider
and deeper policy engagements in regional integration. Prior to this, he was
director of programs at TrustAfrica-a
pan African foundation based in Senegal for close to seven years contributing to its growth and pan African reach.
He writes extensively on African philanthropy, governance
and the state of civil society in Africa. Among his recent
books are: Helping to Give, Giving to Help: The Context and
Politics of African Philanthropy (2013), Disenabling the Public Sphere: Civil Society Regulation in Africa (2010); Africa in
Global Power Play (2007) and What about the children: The
silent voices in Maintenance (2004). He has also contributed
a number of journal articles, book chapters and regularly writes a column for the African Decisions Magazine. His
forth coming article in the Development in Practice Journal
7
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from the Getulio Vargas Foundation, Master’s in Administration at the Federal University of Bahia, and Bachelor in
Administration from the University of Caxias do Sul. Editor of the academic journal Revista Gestão Organizacional
(RGO). She is the author, co-author and editor of papers,
chapters and books related to the following research themes:
co-production of public goods and services; accountability;
public governance; public management; social management;
socio-territorial development; private social investment, and
philanthropy.

Ruth Phillips, Australia
Ruth Phillips has been a member of
ISTR for 14 years, having joined as a
PhD student attending her first ISTR
International Conference. In that time
Ruth has been an active member of
ISTR, attending most international
and Asia Pacific Regional conferences.
Ruth has also been an active member of the Executive Board
of the Australian and New Zealand Third Sector Research
organisation in Australia for the past 10 years and has been
an editor of Third Sector Review for the past 5 years. Located
at the University of Sydney in the Social Work and Policy Studies Program, Ruth teaches policy studies and social
work to undergraduate students in the Social Work program, global social policy in the Masters program and supervises PhD students. Ruth is also the Associate Director
of the Faculty’s large Office of Doctoral Studies. Ruth has
maintained a high profile in third sector research in Australia and internationally, with a particular interest in social
welfare NGOs and international women’s NGOs. Ruth has
been a member of faculty in the PhD workshops held prior
to the last two International ISTR conferences and has been
on academic committees for regional, international and Australian third sector conferences for the past 8 years.

Ola Segnestam Larsson, Sweden
Ola Segnestam Larsson works as a researcher at the Institute for Civil Society Studies, Ersta Sköndal University
College, Sweden. He holds a PhD in
Organization and Management from
Åbo Akademi University in Finland,
and has served as the Vice Dean for
the Department of Social Sciences, Ersta Sköndal University College, for the past two years. He has participated in
ISTR over the past eight years, as a member of The Emerging Scholarship Award Committee in 2014, and to enable
the relationship between ISTR and Ersta Sköndal University College in regards to the ISTR conference in Stockholm
in 2016. Ola has served on a number of boards, including
a local community board in Stockholm and a speakers club
in Washington, DC.

Paula Chies Schommer, Brazil
Paula Chies Schommer is professor of
Public Administration at the State
University of Santa Catarina (UDESC),
Brazil. She is also a collaborating researcher at the Interdisciplinary Center
for Development and Social Management at the Federal University of Bahia (CIAGS/UFBA). Leader of the Research Group Politeia:
Co-production of the Public Good – Accountability and
Governance. Paula has also been a member of the International Society for Third Sector Research (ISTR) since 2000.
Paula is founder and active member of the Brazilian Social
Management Research Network (2007 to present) and member of the International Research Society for Public Management (IRSPM) (2013 to present). She is also a member and
active supporter of several local civil society organizations
and social projects. Paula holds a PhD in Administration

Stefan Toepler, USA
Stefan Toepler is Associate Professor
of Nonprofit Studies in the School of
Policy, Government and International Affairs at George Mason University
in Virginia, USA. He is currently also
affiliated with the International Laboratory for Nonprofit Sector Research at
the Higher School of Economics in Moscow, which studies
nonprofit-government relations in Russia’s regions. Prior to
joining George Mason in 2002, he was on the faculty of
the Institute of Policy Studies at Johns Hopkins University, where he coordinated the legal, Central European and
Middle Eastern components of the Comparative Nonprofit
Sector Project. He was closely involved in nonprofit management curriculum development at both Johns Hopkins and
George Mason, where he led the nonprofit management concentration within the Masters of Public Administration Pro8
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tor’s 2001 Virginia Hodgkinson Research Prize; The Legitimacy of Philanthropic Foundations: US and European Perspectives (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 2006). Most
recently, he served as editor in chief (with Helmut Anheier)
of the International Encyclopedia of Civil Society (Heidelberg,
New York: Springer, 2010).

gram for many years. His teaching in this area spans a wide
set of topics ranging from general nonprofit management to
law and governance and international NGOs.
Prof. Toepler was a doctoral fellow of Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft at the John F. Kennedy Institute for
North American Studies at the Free University of Berlin from
1992 to 1995, an International Philanthropy Fellow at Johns
Hopkins in 1993/94; and a Fellow in Museum Practice at the
Smithsonian Institution in 2004. In terms of community
service, he has served on various boards and commissions
and, for many years, as board member of an arts funding
intermediary, a small think tank, and currently a nonprofit
youth soccer club that is undergoing a transformation from
a volunteer-run, grassroots organization to an increasingly
professionalized service provider with a professional staff and
a budget of more than $1.6 million.
Prof. Toepler’s research interests range from the study
of philanthropic foundations and nonprofit management
and policy more generally to arts policy and cultural economics. With over 70 publications in both English and
German, his work has appeared in such journals as Nonprofit and Voluntary Sector Quarterly, Nonprofit Management
& Leadership, Journal of Policy Analysis and Management, Administration & Society, the International Journal of Public Sector
Management, the International Journal of Public Administration,
the Journal of Cultural Economics, and Voluntas-International
Journal of Voluntary and Nonprofit Organizations. He is the
contributing co-editor of Private Funds, Public Purpose: Philanthropic Foundations in International Perspective (New York:
Kluwer/Plenum, 1999); Global Civil Society: Dimensions of
the Nonprofit Sector (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Center for
Civil Society Studies, 1999)—winner of Independent Sec-

Zhu Jiangang, China
Zhu Jiangang is a professor from the
School of Sociology and Anthropology
at Sun Yat-Sen University, Guangzhou,
China. He teaches anthropology, sociology, and social work. He has served as
Executive Dean of the School of Philanthropy at SYSU since 2011. He was a
visiting scholar at Harvard University in 2007–2008 and
is now a Fulbright Scholar at the IU Lilly Family School of
Philanthropy at IUPUI.
Professor Zhu received his doctoral degree in Anthropology from the Chinese University of Hong Kong, and
he has been doing research in a range of fields including
civil society and philanthropy, community development,
non-profit management, and social movements. His major
publications are Between the Family and the State: Ethnography
of the Civil Associations and Community Movements in a Shanghai Linong Neighborhood and Power of Action: Cases Studies of
Private Volunteer Organizations.
He is also the Director of the Institute for Civil Society of SYSU, a leading resource hub and supporting center
for NGOs in Southern China and he also serves as the vice
director on the board of Guangdong Harmony Foundation,
the first community foundation in China.

University of Puerto Rico
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11th I nternational C onfer ence R eport

The Role of Philanthropy in Civil Society
Under Siege: Report of the Rockefeller
Archive Center’s Special Session
by Rachel Wimpee, ACLS Public Fellow, and Patricia Rosenfield,
Senior Fellow, Rockefeller Archive Center, Sleepy Hollow, NY

W

hat is the role of philanthropy in ensuring a vibrant
civil society? What are the options available to philanthropic institutions, within and beyond national boundaries, to preserve and strengthen civil society when the independent space it occupies is contested?
to Ford’s restructuring in 1950. At other times, educational
These were the guiding questions for an exploration
institutions, think tanks, and networks were the most feainto “the role of philanthropy in civil society under siege,”
sible loci of the civil society space. But taking Foundation
a panel convened by a team from the Rockefeller Archive
civil-society-building initiatives global in the 1990s brought
Center (RAC). Senior Fellow Patricia Rosenfield and ACLS
to the fore concerns about linking current philanthropic proPublic Fellow Rachel Wimpee lead RAC’s Ford Foundation
grams to traditional, local giving customs, as panelist ChrisHistory Project. The project draws on the archival record and
tiana Akpilima-Atibil stressed. Archival documents show
staff interviews in several Ford program areas in order to ina commitment to Foundation transparency in all locations,
form current practice.
especially overseas.
On the occasion of ISTR’s 2014 conference, “Civil SoBut in all of these endeavors, context matters. Mark
ciety and the Citizen,” the History Project team brought toSidel (Doyle-Bascom Professor of Law at the University
gether practitioners and scholars to discuss Ford’s experience
of Wisconsin; former president of ISTR; and former Ford
in civil-society- building endeavors within diverse, challengFoundation program officer in Asia from 1987 to 1999)
ing contexts. Former Ford staff members, Mark Sidel and
emphasized the location-specific nature of Ford’s diverse
Anmol Vellani, spoke about their experiences in Asia; Bhekefforts. As he put it, “if there was one constant, it was a
inkosi Moyo, executive director of the Southern Africa Trust,
broad and abiding faith that indigenous and organized
and scholar, Christiana Akpilima-Atibil presented their rephilanthropy has something to offer a wide range of socisearch on the Foundation’s work with African philanthropy.
eties, and a deep sense of pragmatism that there are many
The participants reflected on Ford’s historical experiences in
different ways, at different times, of seeking to achieve
light of today’s pressures on the sector, from repressive resuch a positive role for philanthropy.” What Sidel called
gimes and war zones to the changing relationships between
“elite-based national philanthropy”
the private sector, government, and
ISTR Working Papers Series Volume IX was one approach, which proved
civil society organizations.
successful in the cases of the NaFord Foundation staff has deThe Conference Working Papers Series from
tional Foundation for India and the
fined civil society as a space between
for-profit and governmental power, the 11th International Conference can be found Bangladesh Freedom Foundation.
at http://www.istr.org/?WP_Muenster
The India Foundation for the Arts,
“for the exercise of active citizenhowever, was a more bottom-up apship,” where “people matter.” The
Currently there are twenty three papers and
proach. In China and Vietnam, law
Foundation has supported groups
additional
papers
will
be
forthcoming
mattered more than approach: fapromoting free expression and civic
cilitating the legal and institutionengagement, especially in the face
We are pleased to publish this series
al infrastructure would enable the
of economic and political hardship.
as
a
contribution
to
sharing
knowledge
about
flourishing of philanthropy. In the
At times, this has meant creating
end, the story is about Ford’s steadnew grantmaking institutions from
the Third Sector and make this
fast commitment to the idea that
scratch, a tradition that goes back
research easily accessible.
10
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The question, “whose agenda?”
reflects the complexity of employing
western philanthropic models in locales with longstanding traditions of
indigenous philanthropy. Christiana
Akpilima-Atibil (doctoral candidate in
philanthropic studies at Indiana University) shared her research findings on
the Ford Foundation’s promotion of organized philanthropy in Africa in the
1990s and thereafter through its support for the establishment of independent grantmaking foundations. Like
the other panelists, Akpilima-Atibil
addressed the issue of dependency, explaining that mobilizing resources also helped address financial, political, and
social issues. The “bottlenecks” to resource mobilization include a lack of tax incentives, disposable income, and trust,
as well as unfamiliarity with philanthropy. Analyzing the
African Philanthropy Initiative (1998) and the International
Initiative for Strengthening Philanthropy (2005), successes
emerged because of long-term support, training, network
opportunities, and endowment building. Despite these successes, Akpilima-Atibil found the following shortcomings:
the failure to base philanthropy on local giving traditions,
the imposition of organizational forms incompatible with
the local context, and the promotion of endowment building
too early in an organization’s life. She encouraged “genuine
collaboration with local people in each country of interest.”
Rachel Wimpee (ACLS Public Fellow, co-director,
Ford Foundation History Project, RAC program officer)
concluded the panel with a brief overview of the Foundation’s experience in Latin America in the 1960s and 1970s,
as historical examples of grantmaking under repressive regimes. In response to the 1969 military junta, the Foundation enabled Henrique Cardoso and others to create the
Brazilian Center of Analysis and Planning (CEBRAP), a
think tank for ousted social scientists to carry out independent intellectual work. In 1973 Chile, the Foundation immediately responded to the Pinochet regime by supporting
fellowship organizations and research centers, the seeds of a
future democratic regime. The Latin American experience
launched the Foundation’s work in human rights, which the
Trustees formally instituted with its 1976 “Human Rights
and Intellectual Freedom” initiative.
The panel discussion underscored several recommendations for funders of civil society organizations:

“philanthropy might do some good”
in many contexts.
Once civil society institutions
are built, however, issues of sustainability arise. In the late 1980s, Anmol
Vellani (founder-director of the India
Foundation for the Arts and former
Ford Foundation program officer) was
instrumental in establishing the India
Foundation for the Arts (IFA), a grantmaking organization whose support
for the arts would not be “driven by
agendas derived from outside the arts.”
Vellani argued that a new organization
was necessary because any other institutions able to operate
at this scale dated from the colonial period and had become
irrelevant. The IFA was able to reduce its dependency on
the Foundation by organizing its programs “not according
to arts disciplines but the nature of the activity, whether research, practice, or education in the arts.” This “has allowed
it to respond flexibly to new, emerging, and unanticipated developments in the arts” and therefore maintain more
steady streams of funding.
This variety of approaches has also meant working
with a variety of partners. The strategy adopted in China, Vietnam, and South Africa was to promote law and the
rule of law through civil society organizations. Bhekinkosi Moyo (executive director of the Southern Africa Trust
and former head of programmes of TrustAfrica) shared his
experiences with civil society organizations across the continent of Africa in the context of historical and contemporary trends in African philanthropy. Moyo enumerated the
hurdles to building African civil society, including political
unrest, the rule of law, restrictive legal instruments, corruption, and the encroaching of the private sector into the
sphere. After presenting an overview of Ford’s work in Africa from the 1960s, Moyo turned to South Africa as a case
study. In the apartheid period, Ford found it increasingly
difficult to work with government and instead promoted
civil society institutions and individuals through the law.
Providing access to the legal system was the Foundation’s
primary strategy to support civil society during the period.
After the dismantling of apartheid, the Foundation sought
to enhance citizen participation in all sectors. To address
new issues (gender, violence, land use), Ford worked more
closely with government. Most importantly, the Foundation
did not set the agenda for the organizations it supported.
11
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Reflections on My First ISTR Conference

• Flexibility and risk-taking are essential.
• Program staff should respond contextually, and carefully ascertain how closely to work with governments.
• Funders should empower organizations to set their
own agendas.
• Resource mobilization is critical but it should not
overshadow the needs of the organizations’ constituencies.
• Building networking opportunities and centers
of knowledge about philanthropy will strengthen
philanthropy locally and on the global scale.

by Rachel Wimpee, ACLS Public Fellow, Rockefeller Archive Center, Sleepy Hollow, NY
The American Council of Learned Societies has established
a program for Ph.D. recipients in the humanities to build
careers outside of academia, in the governmental or nonprofit sectors. With funding from the Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation, the ACLS Public Fellows Program seeks to
demonstrate the wide-ranging value of humanistic scholarship to public life.
I hold a doctorate in French literature and French studies from New York University, and am a 2013 Public Fellow at the Rockefeller Archive Center (RAC). The RAC is
home to the records of several dozen
foundations and nonprofit organizations and serves over four hundred
on-site researchers each year. Having
used archives in my graduate work,
in some ways I simply find myself on
the other side of the desk. But in the
past year, I’ve also found myself to be
a language learner anew: this time, to
master the vocabulary of philanthropy and civil society. The third sector
is a concept I never grappled with in
my scholarly work: my dissertation
covered the cultural tensions between
Catholics and republicans in late
nineteenth-century France. The unprecedented amassing of American industrial fortunes and
the rise of large-scale philanthropy during this same period
resulted in a different set of institutions than the ones I spent
years studying. These institutions inspire different, but still
ongoing cultural debates about governance, inequality, and
the greater good.
The international ISTR conference in Muenster was a
prime opportunity to further my professional development
and to envision a place for the humanities in the third sector.
My mentor, Patricia Rosenfield, and I put together a panel
to discuss philanthropy’s response to attacks on civil society throughout the world. To prepare my contribution on
the Ford Foundation’s work in Latin America, I employed
familiar methods of historical inquiry. But the venue was
a dynamic, interdisciplinary conversation with scholars and
practitioners facing these hurdles today.
The atmosphere in Muenster was collegial, and I was

Following the panel presentations, attendees from as
far as Australia and Taiwan posed questions that prompted
further comments from the panelists
about issues of ideology, institution
strengthening, and sustainability.
The panelist responses reiterated that
Ford Foundation support for civil
society goes back to the ideologically-based initiatives of the Cold War
period. In later eras, the Foundation
adopted a less ideological approach
to support civil society through economic and political stress and changing social patterns.
The presentations and discussion also led to an unanticipated suggestion: building an infrastructure
for local foundations -- such as a center for philanthropy -- might help them support civil society
institutions. This could also enhance local participation in
regional and global networks and serve to reinforce and enhance the local work through the sharing of disparate ideas
and experiences. But it is ultimately the strength of the local
sector that will support local philanthropic and local civil
society institutions, as the special session illustrated.
The Rockefeller Archive Center is an active member
of ISTR and participates regularly in the international conference. A repository of historic documents from over two
dozen foundations and almost as many civil society organizations, the RAC is a research center dedicated to the study
of philanthropy and the diverse domains philanthropy has
shaped. Over four hundred scholars from all over the world
conduct their research at the RAC each year, and the RAC
maintains a vast bibliography of the resulting publications.
For more information, visit www.rockarch.org.
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involved in leading civil society organizations.
My admiration for the
organizers of this meeting
stems from my participating in the organization of
numerous international colloquia, conferences and even
a “summit,” from my graduate student days at Johns
Hopkins University to my
tenure at the World Health
Organization in Geneva,
Switzerland, then Carnegie
Corporation of New York,
and now at the Rockefeller
Archive Center in Sleepy Hollow, New York. I found particularly impressive the capacity of the ISTR organizing
committee to meld together themes that ranged across the
spectrum of nonprofit issues, tackling directly for-profit
partnership opportunities and concerns, bringing in multiple disciplines and nationalities, and most excitingly reaching across the age spectrum to feature young researchers,
often with their mentors and importantly on their own. All
this worked especially well with the format for meetings
and presentations and a sense of comfortable and flexible
orderliness that enhanced the atmosphere for conversation
and collaboration.
From the perspective of the overall meeting and the
special session organized by the Rockefeller Archive Center (RAC), two suggestions emerge for the Twelve International Conference in Stockholm. Especially because of the
younger students present, encouraging session organizers
and speakers -- even those dealing with cutting-edge issues
of today such as large datasets -- to reflect on the historical antecedents for these issues, which might contribute to
sparking innovative thinking for the future. As indicated
in our report on the RAC special session, the speakers’ presentations and the attendees’ questions provoked reactions
and suggestions, including one to develop new types of institutional arrangements at the local level to promote the
strengthening of philanthropy and civil society organizations. Individual entities would not remain disconnected
but rather could gain strength and influence, as well as
be better informed; by collaborating or partnering in local
networks (one speaker said there were more regional than
local networks).

thrilled to meet in person
many of the scholars I had
been reading during my
year-long crash course in the
field. But the practitioner’s
comments were particularly educative. Theo Sowa’s
remark in her plenary address that “not every African woman wants to be an
entrepreneur” spoke directly
to an assumption about the
most effective philanthropic
practices today. This critical
rethinking of assumptions is
the humanist’s method, but
I learned that academic humanities departments do not have
a monopoly on it. Where an historian poses the question,
“is that really how it was?” I heard ISTR participants pose a
closely related, hopeful one: “is that really how it should be?”

Reflections on the Eleventh International
ISTR Conference in Muenster, Germany
By Patricia Rosenfield, Senior Fellow, Rockefeller Archive Center

T

he camaraderie in Muenster was palpable, from the voluble clusters of participants at coffee breaks to the lively discussions during the sessions. The organization of this
meeting made it possible for hundreds of participants from
many countries to casually bump into each other to catch up,
to engage in intense scholarly discussions at various events,
and to share findings more systematically at the tightly organized and effectively moderated panels and special sessions.
The locale seemed particularly appropriate. Muenster
is where one of the most pivotal developments in modern
times emerged: the creation of the nation-state, the outcome
of the Treaty of Westphalia in 1648, ending thirty years of
war in Europe. The same spirit of innovation pervaded the
ISTR Conference where, despite often differing and competing perspectives, we participated in peaceful debates about
the roles and responsibility of government, nonprofits and
for-profits; communities, individuals, and cross-border collaborations to strengthen the role of civil society institutions. The keynote speaker, Theo Sowa, even threw down
the gauntlet, challenging all participants to change their
understanding of how African women are perceived by and
13
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several participants from China, Japan, Korea and the Philippines), the Middle East and across the African continent
to participate in the ISTR international conferences will
add depth and differing dimensions to the presentations
and discussions. Enhancing even more fully the diversity of
participants would directly expand the diversity of perspectives on civil society organizations and prompt innovative
recommendations for new research and action. Moreover,
drawing together young, next-generation researchers and
decision-makers from all these regions would create a vibrant cohort, globally connected through ISTR, and eager
and capable to effect positive social change.

But perhaps most importantly for the scope of our
session and extending even more the reach of ISTR is our
suggestion to encourage even greater participation from the
Global South. With deep appreciation for the support of the
Ford Foundation, my colleague and co-session organizer Rachel Wimpee, and I were able to bring together participants
from settings that differed from most of the other ISTR
participants in Muenster. They were from India, South Africa, and Ghana, and enriched the presentations and resulting
discussions with their fresh and locally-grounded knowledge. Enabling researchers from Latin America, South and
Southeast Asia (it was wonderful to see there are already
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Report on the 12 Biennial Conference of
Australia New Zealand Third Sector
Research (ANZTSR)

N
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hospitality students, was served to each other, with the opportunity to decorate deserts to give away to someone else at
the single shared long table.
Perhaps more than most such conferences there was a
good mix of both academics and practitioners, both on the
podium and in the audience. And their interaction was a
feature of proceedings. Prior to the Conference the Tangata Whenua, Community & Voluntary Sector Research
Centre arranged a seminar for New and Emerging Community Researchers. The International Keynote speaker was
Meg Wheatley, who spoke on “Resilience, Perseverance and
Community.” Over 50 papers
and workshops were presented. Plenary panels were held
on “Creativity Out of Chaos:
What can we Learn from the
Community in Christchurch’s
Recovery?”, “Outcomes and
Accountability: Holy Grail,
Wholly Possible or Black
Hole?”, “Te Wero: The Indigenous Challenge for the Third
Sector and Those who Study
It”, and “Futures for the Third
Sector Down Under: Coming
Ready or Not”. Recent publications from people in the network were celebrated with special ‘meet the author’ sessions
during the breaks, and opportunity was provided, especially
to early career scholars to ‘meet the editors’ of Third Sector
Review (ANZTSR’s journal) - which will feature a special

By Garth Nowland-Foreman, Deputy Chair, ANZTSR, Senior
Lecturer, Unitec NZ, and Director, Community Solutions.

T

he 12 Biennial Conference of Australia New Zealand
Third Sector Research (ANZTSR) was held in Christchurch on 18-20 November, 2014. This was the first time
the Conference has been held on the South Island of New
Zealand, and was deliberately located in Christchurch, so as
to draw on the experience and
learn more about the role of
the third sector (civil society,
non-profit organisations, volunteering and philanthropy)
in the recovery from the major
earthquakes that shook the region in 2010 and 2011. The
theme chosen was “Resilience,
Change and the Third Sector.”
Around 150 people participated in the conference,
where the emphasis was on
hospitality, community and
interaction. It began by a very warm and welcoming Powhiri from the Tangata Whenua (the traditional stewards of
the land). The Conference dinner on the theme of “Connecting through Kai” featured 3 local food activists presenting
their work for each course. Platter food, prepared by local
14
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conference edition in 2015. Proceedings will shortly be published on www.communityresearch.org.nz.
Following the conference a number of delegates went
on an optional guided Community Recovery Walking Tour
through the city meeting up with people involved in different community-based responses to the earthquakes and
recovery. If you know someone who went to the conference
- as them how many giraffes they ‘caught’.
The Conference was co-sponsored by Christchurch
Polytechnic Institute of Technology, Unitec New Zealand,
and the Tangata Whenua, Community & Voluntary Sector
Research Centre. The ANZTSR Annual General Meeting
was also held in association with the conference, and Dr Mi-
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kolaj Phil Saj (University of Adelaide) was newly elected as
Chair, and Dr Margaret Spencer (University of Sydney).

9th ISTR Asia Pacific Regional Conference
College of Law at Nihon University, Tokyo, Japan
27-28 August 2015
Call for Papers: Due 31 January 2015
Exploring Frontiers of Civil Society, Social Capital and
Social Enterprises
http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.istr.org/resource/resmgr/Asia_
Pacific_Network/9thAsiaPacific_revised.pdf

Member News
Debbie Haski-Leventhal was recently appointed an Associate Professor of Management at Macquarie Graduate
School of Management (MGSM) in New South Wales,
Australia. She is also the Faculty Leader of Corporate Citizenship and the Director of Master of Social Entrepreneurship and the editor of the journal Business, Peace and
Sustainable Development.
As a scholar on corporate social responsibility
(CSR), Debbie initiated and leads the MGSM CSR Partnership Network, a network of leading Australian and
international companies, nonprofits and governmental
departments aimed at developing an evidence-based dialogue on CSR. She works with the United Nations Principles for Responsible Management Education, annually
conducting international studies on MBA students and
their attitudes towards responsible management education. Debbie was a consultant for the United Nations
Volunteers and co-wrote the State of the World Volunteerism
Report. She has published widely on different aspects of
volunteerism and CSR.

ARNOVA Distinguished Achievement and Leadership
in Nonprofit and Voluntary Action Research Award
Catherine Herrold, Indiana University Lilly Family
School of Philanthropy, received the Gabriel Rudney
Memorial Award for Outstanding Dissertation in Nonprofit and Voluntary Action Research. “Bankrolling the
Arab Spring: The Role of Philanthropy in Egypt’s Political Transition”
Wood Bowman, DePaul University, received the award
for Best Reviewer for NVSQ for 2014
Two members were Doctoral Seminar Fellows, Els De
Waele, Ghent University and Elizabeth A.M. Searing,
Georgia State University
Six members were honored as diversity scholars and
leaders: Jodi Beneson, Brandeis University and Tufts
University; Pat Danahey Janin, Indiana University
Lilly School of Philanthropy; Meng-Han Ho, Indiana
University Lilly Family School of Philanthropy; Marcelo Marchesini da Costa, University at Albany, SUNY;
Heng Qu, Indiana University Lilly Family School of
Philanthropy; Yuan Tian, Indiana University Lilly Family School of Philanthropy

ARNOVA Awards
Congratulations to ISTR members who received awards
at the recent ARNOVA conference!
Joseph Galakiewicz, University of Arizona received the
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10th Workshop on the Challenges of
Managing the Third Sector

Fifth Workshop on Foundations Italian
Research in Philanthropy Awards (IRPAs)

June 11-12, 2015
University of Edinburgh Business School
Edinburgh, UK

Four Research Project awards in the field of philanthropy

T

he “Dipartimento di scienze economico-sociali e
matematico-statistiche” of the University of Torino and
the “Centro di ricerche sulla cooperazione e il nonprofit” of
the Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Milano, together with Assifero - the Association of Italian grant-making
foundations invites scholars to submit research proposals in
the field of philanthropic foundations & the local development.
The awards aim to encourage and support specific research activity in the domain.
Four proposals will be selected and awarded a 3,000
grant.
The awards are meant to support either theoretical or
empirical research work aimed at analyzing the role of foundations in:
— fostering social and economic development,
particularly at the local level;
—increasing human capital and enhancing the quality
of the school system;
—the direct and indirect provision of welfare services
(hospitals, nursing homes, etc.);
—the direct and indirect provision of cultural services
(museums, theatres, opera houses, etc.);
—assessing the impact of public and private policies;
—implementing the Post 2015 Development Agenda;
—fostering private-public partnership in the context
of the Post 2015 Development Agenda.

T

he purpose of the workshop ‘The challenges of managing the third sector’ is to present and discuss in a stimulating academic environment high quality research papers
exploring contemporary challenges in managing all kinds of
non profit organisations (NPOs).
Topics of potential interest include, but are not limited to:
• Policy constraints on managing NPOs
• Objectives, performance measurement, and impact
of NPOs
• Financial constraints and fundraising in NPOs
• The role and managerial challenges of NPOs in
transition countries
• Ethical issues versus commercialisation of NPOs &
commodification of their services
• The partnership between NPOs and business firms:
sponsoring, strategic alliances and cause-related marketing
• The partnership between NPOs and public organisations: joined-up planning and delivery in the transformation of public welfare
• Social entrepreneurship and the emergence of social
enterprises
• Reason and consequences of the introduction of private sector managerial techniques in NPOs
• Engaging, organizing and managing people in NPOs
• The role of accounting and financial measures in the
Third Sector
• Vision, strategy making and strategizing in the
Third Sector
• Marketing management in the Third Sector
• Inter-disciplinary approaches to interpret the challenges of the Third Sector

Research in connected fields will also be accepted.
The proposals will be selected - on the basis of their
quality, originality and relevance - by an “Evaluation group”
whose members are:
—Gian Paolo Barbetta (Università Cattolica del Sacro
Cuore, Milano)
—Carola Carazzone (Assifero, Milano)
—Marco Demarie (Compagnia di San Paolo, Torino)
—Peter Frumkin (University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia)
—Kimberley Scharf (University of Warwick,
Coventry)
—Steen Thomsen (Copenhagen Business School,
Copenhagen)
—Gilberto Turati (Università di Torino, Torino)

There are no particular paper requirements, but they
should not be too long (preferably 8,000 words).
Deadline for submission: 28 February 2015
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European Research Network on
Philanthropy

—Rien Van Gendt (European Cultural Foundation,
Amsterdam)

7th International Conference, 9-10 July 2015
ESSEC Business School
Paris, France

The “Evaluation group” will consider - in particular methodological accuracy, knowledge of relevant literature as
well as the general structure of the research project. Research
projects must be sent to the “Evaluation Group” by January
7th, 2015 to the following e-mail address: cooperazione.ricerche@unicatt.it. The research proposals - written in English
- must contain:
1. The research title
2. Name, surname and authors’ affiliation
3. Up to four keywords
4. An extended research abstract (maximum length
5,000 characters) with the indication of:
a. Current knowledge of the research area under
investigation
b. Research objectives
c. Methodology
d. Expected results.

P

hilanthropy research in Europe is carried out by scholars
from a wide variety of disciplines. Also, philanthropy researchers are dispersed among countries, places, universities,
faculties and research centers. Hosted by ESSEC Business
School in Paris, the conference will gather scholars from various disciplines sharing a motivation to generate new knowledge about philanthropy by connecting the dots between.
Participants are especially encouraged to send in proposals
cutting through disciplinary and country related issues. Not
only will the conference serve as a platform to discuss current research developments and to foster new insights about
philanthropy, it also emphasizes the need for rigor and relevance in philanthropy research.
The conference aims to foster cooperation and exchange
of ideas between academics from various disciplinary backgrounds and practitioners from the philanthropic sector.
The organizers welcome papers addressing national
contexts as well as cross-national comparisons. Papers can be
either empirical – using quantitative, qualitative, or mixed
method approaches – or theoretical. Topics at the conference
include (but are not limited to):
• Altruism and generosity
• Bequests and intergenerational transfers
• Cross-country studies of philanthropy
• Corporate philanthropy
• Cross-sector collaboration with for profit
organizations or governments
• Diaspora and community philanthropy
• Economics of philanthropy
• Efficacy, efficiency and performance evaluation
• European philanthropy (or philanthropies)
• Family philanthropy
• Fundraising strategies and practices
• Governance of foundations
• High net worth philanthropy
• Impact, outcomes and outputs of philanthropy
• Legal and fiscal issues in philanthropy
• Methodology for philanthropy research
• Morality and ethics of giving
• Private and public foundations
• Social innovation, crowdfunding and philanthropy

By February 2015 the “Evaluation group” will choose
the four winners and will award each author (or group of
authors) a maximum grant of 3,000 for the development
of their research projects. Grants will be paid in two installments: 500 when winners are announced and 2,500 at the
end of the research work, whose conclusion will be certified
by submission of the relevant research results in electronic
format and their approval by the “Evaluation Group” which
will be notified to the Authors.
Research projects are expected to be completed by July
1st 2015 and results will be presented and discussed during
the “Fifth workshop on foundations” that will take place in
October 2015 at the “Università di Torino”. Deserving research results from projects that will not be awarded a grant
will nonetheless have the opportunity to be presented and
discussed during the “Fifth Workshop on foundations”.
Some of the papers presented during previous Workshops can be found at the following link: http://centridiricerca.unicatt.it/crc_1993.html
Information: Barbara Caprara, “Centro di ricerche sulla
cooperazione e il nonprofit”, Università Cattolica del Sacro
Cuore, Milano; Tel +39 02 7234 3366; E-mail: cooperazione.
ricerche@unicatt.it
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Keynote speakers
ERNOP is delighted to announce that Prof. Avner Ben-Ner
(Carlson School of Management, University of Minnesota)
and Prof. Johanna Mair (Hertie School of Governance, Berlin) have accepted the invitation as keynote speakers.

Submission deadlines:
Abstracts: February 15th, 2015
Full papers: June 14th, 2015
Practical issues and further information:
Early bird conference fee: 250
More information and registration:
www.ernop.eu/ERNOP-Conference-2015

Requirements and procedure
For the ERNOP Conference 2015, submissions of a short
abstract and the full working paper are required. Please
submit your abstract at www.ernop.eu/ERNOP-Confer-
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ence-2015 by February 15th, 2015. You will be notified of
acceptance by March 1st, 2015. Full working papers will be
due June 14th, 2015.
• Abstracts should be about 2500 characters long
(spaces, punctuation and title included. Authors, affiliations
and keywords not included).
• Abstracts do not have a set structure. However, an
outline of the research questions, methods, data sources, and
a brief description of the results is highly appreciated.

• Venture philanthropy, social investment and impact
investment
• Strategies for philanthropy
• Theories of giving and volunteering
• Volunteering, giving time
The conference is open to academic researchers and
practitioners from the philanthropic Sector from Europe and
other countries.
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Manufactured Civil Society: Principles,
Practices and Effects. Edited by Taco
Brandsen, Willem Trommel and
Bram Verschuere. London, UK:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2014. 240
pages. Cost: Hardback US $105.
To order: www.palgrave.com
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sector organisations a position and function within public
governance.
Of course, this looks like a paradox: if social and cultural erosion is the problem, how can it be part of the solution? The way out is that public authorities are increasingly
inclined to re-define social relations and responsibilities as
manufactured and/or manageable concepts. Ambitions include a large-scale reconstruction of local communities, civil
society and citizenship, by giving public responsibilities to
organized citizens and third sector organisations. Simultaneously, relationships with citizens, communities and third
sector organisations are cast within the mould of public
management. They are subjected to accountability procedures; inserted in structures of supervision; included in arenas for competition and contracting.
The book focuses on the emergence of this new type
of governance, which manifests itself in two ways. First, it
aims at establishing active and responsible communities and
citizens, based on the belief that late-modern society does
not generate the required levels of social trust and capital
spontaneously. Second, by doing so, the state shares public
responsibilities with other actors like businesses, third sector
organisations, and citizens.

According to influential social
theorists like Beck, Giddens and
Bauman, modernity has entered a permanent state of
turbulence. Traditional social ties become weaker and
fragile. Governments are desperately seeking answers to
these processes of ‘social liquefaction’. However, a major
complication is that public governance itself is part of the
‘melt-down’. The solid state, intervening in society with
powerful social technologies, no longer exists. Governance
instruments that rely on authority, hierarchy and bureaucracy increasingly suffer from lack of effectiveness and legitimacy. As a consequence, we witness the emergence of
new modes of public governance, aiming to recover solid
ground for intervention. One of the strategies is to give
community initiatives, local social practices and third
18
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Financial Sustainability for Nonprofit Organizations. By Emmanuel Jean Francois. New
York, NY: Springer, 2014.
384 pages. Cost: Paperback
US $70.00. To order: www.
springerpub.com

A World of Giving Carnegie Corporation of New York: A Century of International Philanthropy. By Patricia L.
Rosenfield. New York, NY: Public
Affairs, 2014. 752 pages. Cost:
Paperback US $60.00. To order:
www.publicaffairsbooks.com

Nonprofit organizations face
fierce competition for funding, especially during times
of financial crisis. In order to
effectively further their goals and make a long-term impact
in the communities they serve, these organizations must remain financially viable and sustainable. This book equips
students training to become better nonprofit leaders with
the information and conceptual frameworks needed to ensure their organizations are financially sustainable. Using
practical tips and illustrative case examples, it guides the
reader to an understanding of the structures and processes
of nonprofit organizations, and includes detailed coverage of
financial analysis, budget management, cash flow, financial
accountability and reporting, investing, fundraising, and organizational growth.

The age of international philanthropy is upon us. Today, many
of America’s most prominent
foundations support institutions
or programs abroad, but few have been active on the global
stage for as long as Carnegie Corporation of New York. A
World of Giving provides a thorough, objective examination
of the international activities of Carnegie Corporation, one
of America’s oldest and most respected philanthropic institutions, which was created by steel baron Andrew Carnegie in 1911 to support the “advancement and diffusion of
knowledge and understanding.” The book explains in detail
the grantmaking process aimed at promoting understanding
across cultures and research in many nations across the world.
A World of Giving highlights the vital importance of
Carnegie Corporation’s mission in guiding its work, and the
role of foundation presidents as thought and action leaders.
The presidents, trustees, and later on, staff members, are the
human element that drives philanthropy and they are the
lens through which to view the inner workings of philanthropic institutions, with all of their accompanying strengths
and limitations, especially when embarking on international activities. It also does not shy away from controversy, including early missteps in Canada, race and poverty issues in
the 1930s and 1980s related to South Africa, promotion of
area studies affected by the McCarthy Era, the critique of
technical assistance in developing countries, the century-long
failure to achieve international understanding on the part of
Americans, and recent critiques by Australian historians of
the Corporation’s nation-transforming work there.
This is a comprehensive review of one foundation’s
work on the international stage as well as a model for how
philanthropy can be practiced in a deeply interconnected
world where conflicts abound, but progress can be spurred
by thoughtful, forward-looking institutions following humanistic principles.

Nonprofit Organizations and Civil Society in the United States. By
Kelly LeRoux and Mary K.
Feeney. Oxford, UK: Routledge, 2014. 372 pages. Cost:
Paperback US $59.95, Hardback US $160.00. To order:
www.routledge.com
LeRoux and Feeney’s Nonprofit Organizations and Civil Society in the United States
makes a departure from existing nonprofit texts on the market: rather than focus on
management, it focuses on nonprofit organizations and their
contributions to the social, political, and economic dimensions of society. The book also covers the nexus between
nonprofits and civil society. This text offers a theory-oriented undergraduate introduction to the nonprofit field and an
examination of the multifaceted roles these organizations
play in American society.
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Fundaciones Empresariales en México: Un
Estudio Exploratorio

Community Foundation Atlas Project

A

By Rodrigo Villar, Jacqueline Butcher, Luciana Gandini and
Santiago Sordo Mexico City, Mexico: Centro de Investigación y
Estudios sobre Sociedad Civil, A.C. (in Spanish)

n international research collaboration led by the
Cleveland Foundation has announced the launch of a
comprehensive online directory of community foundations
around the globe.
Developed in partnership with Foundation Center, the
Global Fund for Community Foundations, the Worldwide
Initiatives for Grantmaker Support (WINGS), and the Centre for Research and Innovation in Social Policy and Practice (CENTRIS) and funded by the Charles Stewart Mott
Foundation, the Community Foundation Atlas maps the
identities, locations, assets, roles, and achievements of 1,827
place-based philanthropies in sixty-seven countries. The
community foundation movement has seen explosive growth
in recent years, with the number of community foundations
increasing from about a thousand in 2000 to more than eighteen hundred in 2014. Together, those foundations awarded
grants totaling more than $4.9 billion during their last fiscal
year. The CF Atlas website includes a foundation directory,
data snapshots, first-person accounts of “the most meaningful change” a community foundation has realized, and stories of struggle and success.
According to Dimensions of the Field (26 pages, PDF), an
analysis of survey data from four hundred and seventy-eight
community foundations, nearly all respondents said grantmaking and accountability to local residents were important
characteristics of their organizations, while nearly half said
their foundations actively foster collaboration among grantees or provide training and capacity-building services to local organizations. The most commonly cited program area in
which community foundations were engaged was education,
followed by human and social services, arts and culture, and
health.
“As an organization whose mission is to advance knowledge about philanthropy in the U.S. and around the world,
Foundation Center is pleased to have participated in the creation of the Community Foundation Atlas,” said Lawrence
T. McGill, vice president for research at Foundation Center.
“The website shines a much-needed spotlight on the work of
place-based philanthropy around the world.”

A

mong the many ways in
which corporations contribute to social development
in Latin America, there is
an institution that is quickly growing in the region: the
corporate foundation. Despite
their growing importance and
impact, little is known about
these entities in the region and
Mexico is no exception.
The Center for Civil Society Research and Studies
(Centro de Investigación y Estudios sobre Sociedad Civil), a
Mexican nonprofit devoted to the study of philanthropy and
civil society, has recently published the findings of a study
on corporate foundations in Mexico. Using two surveys, focus groups and datasets published by the Mexican tax authority, Fundaciones Empresariales en México features the most
comprehensive and up-to-date report on the dimensions,
scope and dynamics of this sector in Mexico.
In addition to providing some of the most important
characteristics of these entities –e.g. number of foundations
in the country, total yearly contributions, etc.–, the book
provides in-depth analysis on the relationships that corporate foundations establish with society and the corporations
that founded them. The study also includes comparative data
that will allow the reader to assess the position of the emerging Mexican corporate foundations sector in the region.
An executive summary is also available as a free download.
www.ciesc.org.mx (in Spanish)

Philanthropy Education in the UK and Europe

C

harles Keidan (Philanthropy Practice Research Fellow,
Center for Giving and Philanthropy) shares research
on the emerging field of philanthropy education in Europe,
written in collaboration with Prof Cathy Pharoah (City University/Cass) and Dr Tobias Jung (St Andrews University)
published and accessible via this link

http://communityfoundationatlas.org/wp-content/
uloads/2014/09/Dimensions-of-the-Field1.pdf
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vate partnerships within the federal government, only recently have formalized offices emerged to support them.
The number of such federal offices increased from two in
2002 to 21 by 2014, signaling a growing interest in working
across sectors, said report co-author James M. Ferris, director of The Center on Philanthropy and Public Policy.
“The value of government partnerships with business
and philanthropy are increasingly clear: they can increase
flexibility of government, leverage funds and knowledge to
address issues of mutual concern, and enhance the credibility of public programs through their networks. Yet there
are risks,” said Ferris, Emery Evans Olson Chair in Nonprofit Entrepreneurship and Public Policy in the USC Price
School.“These offices help to bridge institutional differences
by sharing knowledge and information, identifying areas of
potential partnership and leveraging resources to support
them.”
The offices studied are catalyzing partnerships in a
variety of policy areas including international aid, development and diplomacy, education, housing, civic engagement,
national defense and emergency response. The partnerships
range from simple information sharing agreements to fully-integrated partnerships that involve co-development and
investment of programs and resources, said report co-author
Nicholas P.O. Williams, The Center’s associate director.
“There is a new ethos of collaboration that is being
championed by leaders with experience across the sectors,”
Williams said. “These partners are not trying to replace the
core role of government, but trying to blend the strengths
of the sectors.”
Findings from the report were based on a survey and
interviews with the office leaders. Nearly 70 government,
philanthropic and business leaders provided additional input during a roundtable co-hosted by The Center and The
Council on Foundations in Washington, D.C. in early June.
The full report – “Catalyzing Collaboration: the Developing Infrastructure for Federal Public Private Partnerships” – can be downloaded here;
http://cppp.usc.edu/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Oct-2014-CPPP-Report-Catalyzing-Collaboration-The-Developing-Infrastructure-for-Federal-Public-Private-Partnerships.pdf

http://www.cass.city.ac.uk/research-and-faculty/centres/
cgap/news
The research contains two main parts: the first part investigates the countries, institutions and disciplines in which
philanthropy education currently takes place across Europe.
The second explores perceptions of the development of the
field drawn from interviews with philanthropy ‘stakeholders’.
The report concludes with some critical reflections about the
appropriate disciplinary settings for the study of philanthropy, the tension between fostering scholarship and developing
skills and the potential ethical challenges of philanthropic
investment in this area.
The research was conducted between October 2013
and July 2014 whilst a philanthropy practice research fellow
at the Centre for Giving and Philanthropy (CGAP) at Cass
Business School and visiting scholar at Stanford University’s
Center on Philanthropy and Civil Society (Stanford PACS). It
was and supported by a small ‘legacy’ grant from the Diana,
Princess of Wales Memorial Fund. The research builds upon
existing work but also raises new challenges and questions.
Thus, I hope that it provides a platform for further reflection,
study and criticism.

Giving Korea 2013

T

he Beautiful Foundation has published Giving Korea
2013. Giving Korea is an international symposium
which has been held annually by the Center on Philanthropy
at the Beautiful Foundation since 2001. In 2013, the symposium was on Korean corporate social contribution and art
and social contribution in 2012.
The report in English can be downloaded http://givingkorea.org

Catalyzing Collaboration:
The Developing Infrastructure for Public
Private Partnerships

A

s the United States economy stagnated, public-private partnerships flourished. In a new
report, the USC Center on Philanthropy and Public Policy examines 21 federal offices that have
emerged to catalyze government partnerships with
philanthropy and business.
While there is a long history of public-pri21
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Voluntary Sector Review (VSR) is delighted to announce
a new team of Editors for the journal, who will begin work
from the 2015 volume. The new Editors replace Peter Halfpenny, who launched the journal with Policy Press in 2009.
• Nick Acheson, University of Ulster
• Bernard Harris, University of Strathclyde
• Rob Macmillan, University of Birmingham
Nick, Bernard and Rob all look forward to building
on Peter’s success and hope to continue receiving excellent
submissions from the ISTR community.
ISTR members will also be pleased to hear Policy
Press offers a heavily discounted print subscription of just
£35 a year for members. To take advantage of this offer
please contact sales@portland-services.com quoting ISTR
and your membership number, if you have one. More information about the journal can be found at http://www.
policypress.co.uk/journals_vsr.asp

of contemporary social and economic change
• Individuals, Institutions and Governance: this
theme will examine devolution and multi-level governance and the changing relations between individuals,
institutions in civil society and the state
• Economic Austerity, Social Enterprise and Inequality: this theme will explore the inter-relationship between aspects of civil society and the economy in a
time of austerity
• Generation, Life Course and Social Participation: this
theme will address the importance of intergenerational
transmission of values, beliefs and of different forms of
social, cultural and economic capital for civil society
The Centre will also include a series of cross-cutting
projects focusing on engagement and impact, the relationship between social media and civil society and exploring
the relationship between social theory and social policy and
civil society.
WISERD Civil Society will also have a focus on capacity building and will include a training programme focused
on both the academic and civil society sectors. The Centre
will also include a cohort of eighteen PhD students undertaking research which will address themes such as language,
culture, equality, wellbeing, and education.
A key priority will be knowledge exchange and transfer and the Centre will work closely with colleagues from the
public, private, policy and third sectors in developing and
implementing the research programme; and will also establish a programme of engagement and networking events to
facilitate dissemination of research evidence.
The Centre commenced its programme in October
2014. Further information on the Centre, its research themes,
engagement opportunities and activities can be found at:
www.wiserd.ac.uk

Funding Agreed for a New Civil Society
Research Centre: WISERD Civil Society

T

he Wales Institute for
Social and Economic
Research Data & Methods
(WISERD) has received £7m
of funding from the Economic and Social Research Council
to establish a new Centre, WISERD Civil Society, that will
undertake a five year innovative and policy relevant programme of research addressing civil society in Wales, the
UK and internationally.
WISERD Director, Professor Ian Rees Jones is quoted
as saying:
‘As part of WISERD, this new Centre is built around longstanding partnerships between academics, policy-makers and civil
society organisations. WISERD Civil Society’s research programme
will aim to inform our understanding of the changing nature of
civil society in the context of devolved government and processes of
profound economic and social change’.
The research programme will be multidisciplinary
and will aim to produce new evidence on the changing nature of civil society at local, regional and national levels, and
in places where there are forms of devolved government. The
programme will include a series of eighteen research projects
nested within the following four key themes:
• Locality, Community and Civil Society: this theme
will examine local forms of civil society in the context

USC Inquiry into the State
of “Place-based” Initiatives

T

he Center on Philanthropy and
Public Policy and the Sol Price
Center for Social Innovation at the
University of Southern California Sol
Price School of Public Policy undertook a year-long inquiry into the state of “place-based” initiatives that culminated with a national forum: “Prioritizing
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Seminar Series on Philanthropy

Place” on December 4-5 in Los Angeles, and an accompanying monograph entitled Place-Based Initiatives in the Context
of Public Policy and Markets: Moving to Higher Ground. Both
the forum and the resulting monograph, edited by James M.
Ferris and Elwood Hopkins, draw upon the contributions of
a cross-section of the foremost thought leaders in this field,
many of whom have spent their entire careers working on
major philanthropic initiatives or government efforts aimed
at addressing geographically-concentrated poverty.
The inquiry began with the formation of a high-level
national advisory committee of leaders from the philanthropic and public sectors with deep knowledge of place-based initiatives. Five thematic discussion groups, each addressing a
key aspect of place-based initiatives, were then held in Los
Angeles, New York, and Washington, D.C. from April to
June, 2014, with 8-12 leaders from the field.
The initial inquiry process and discussion groups, along
with the resulting monograph and program for the national
forum can be found on The Center on Philanthropy and Public Policy’s website: www.cppp.usc.edu

P

hilanthropy is undergoing a
global renaissance and transformation. On the one hand,
with an international shift towards localism and widespread
anticipation that the rolling back
of state services and public funding will be filled by private donors, governments’ and societies’ expectations of philanthropy have risen significantly; on the other hand, there have
been major developments in the ways in which philanthropy
is conducted, perceived and judged. While, as part of this,
there has been a growing global research, policy and practice interest in philanthropy, engagement with philanthropy
has largely taken place in silos of activities: despite some significant work taking place in different academic disciplines
and within different professional contexts, there has been
limited knowledge-exchange and bridging across academic
and non-academic debates.
To enable a more reflective and joined-up approach to,
and understanding of, contemporary philanthropy, spring
2015 will see the launch of a new two year seminar series
on ’Philanthropy to the Rescue? Exploring the Opportunities, Strengths and Challenges of Philanthropy’. The seminars will focus on six central themes drawn from academic,
policy and practice debates on philanthropy: the socio-economic and historical context of contemporary philanthropy; the ‘dark side’ of philanthropy; philanthropy’s role and
influence in agenda setting and policy making; the role of
philanthropy as catalyst for social innovation; the practical
challenges of philanthropy; and developing an agenda for
philanthropy research, policy, practice and education.
Funded by the UK’s Economic and Social Research
Council (ESRC), the series is led by Dr Tobias Jung at St
Andrews with Dr Nicholas Acheson (University of Ulster),
Dr Alina Baluch (University of St Andrews), Dr Eleanor
Burt (University of St Andrews), Jim Clifford OBE (Chair
and external expert to the European Union’s GECES Subgroup on Social Impact Measurement)
Dr Gemma Donnelly-Cox (Trinity College Dublin),
Robert Dufton (former Director of the Paul Hamlyn Foundation and now Director of Campaigns at the University of
Sheffield), Prof Jenny Harrow (Centre for Charitable Giving
and Philanthropy, Cass Business School City University London), Dr Sally Hibbert (University of Nottingham), Dr John

News from Third Sector Impact

T

SI is looking back to a successful first year of research
working towards measuring and outlining the scope,
scale and impact of the third sector in Europe, thus strengthening its visibility and social impact.
TSI researchers have been working on a common conceptualization of the third sector in its European manifestations, an important foundation for providing a rich vein of
data and statistical tools to facilitate comparative research.
To date TSI produced guidelines on impact assessment and
on identifying disabling and enabling factors for third sector
development at national and EU levels.
Indicators were identified with the help of national third sector practitioners and policy makers in Norway,
Austria, France, Spain, Poland, Croatia, the Netherlands and
the UK in national stakeholder meetings. European level
third sector networks provided valuable input on impacts and
barriers at EU level. All input by the more than 130 stakeholders is reflected in TSI’s research methodology.
2015 will see the publication of further working papers
on third sector concept, barriers and measurement and continuous stakeholder engagement. The project is funded by
the EU’s FP7.
For more information refer to www.thirdsectorimpact.eu
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Nuffield Foundation and now Trustee, The Bell Foundation, and visiting Professor at King’s College London).

Higgs (Secretary The Joseph Rank Trust), Prof Diana Leat
(Visiting Professor at Cass Business School and Queensland
University of Technology), Prof Cathy Pharoah (Centre for
Charitable Giving and Philanthropy, Cass Business School
City University London), Prof Eleanor Shaw (University of
Strathclyde), Prof Anthony Tomei CBE (former director of the

For further information on the seminars (latest schedules,
locations, etc.), please visit http://seminars.philanthropy.scot
To be added to the seminars’ mailing list, please email
Dr Tobias Jung tj3@st-andrews.ac.uk

“Inside ISTR” is published by the International Society for
Third-Sector Research (ISTR). Please submit materials/
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Baltimore, Maryland 21205 USA
Telephone: 410.614.4678 FAX: 410.502.0397
http://www.istr.org
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